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Version 1.5 Free System Update Available for Roland V-800HD 

 
Los Angeles, CA – Roland Systems Group has announced the immediate availability of a 
free system update for the powerful Roland V-800HD Multi-format Switcher.  This new 
update includes over ten new features or improvements addressing requests from the 
growing user base that use the V-800HD in live production environments and installed 
applications.  
 
The update provides a new A/B style-switching mode, direct input channel assign to AUX 
bus plus support for 3G-SDI Level B Mapping Structure for both 1080p50Hz, and 
1080p59.954Hz formats. 
 
The update enables further synchronization options including the ability to select any of 
the SDI inputs as the sync reference. In addition, you can now enable field sync 
processing between input and output fields improving image switching quality. 
 
The new update now supports multi-view monitors that are not HDCP compliant allowing 
you to connect any monitor source supporting an HDMI output. An automatic memory 
save function has also been added that keeps memory position 1-1 loaded with the 
current state of the mixer. This is handy when the mixer is used in the same way from day 
to day or in the case of a sudden power outage. When the unit is powered back up, the 
V-800HD is restored to its last state. In addition to auto save mode, the V-800HD V1.5 
adds a selection of recall filter parameters when recalling presets from a memory 
location. 
 
The update also includes an expanded color correction range as well as both fine and 
width adjustments of Chroma Key HUE. 
 
The V-800HD System Software Version 1.5 is a free update and can be downloaded at: 
http://www.rolandsystemsgroup.com/Support/Downloads_Updates/eula?Asset=zip/v800
hd_sys_v150.zip 
 
 
About the V-800HD 
The Roland V-800HD is a true multi-format video switcher boasting sixteen inputs and 
eight channels of mixing with independent scalers on the inputs and outputs allowing 
you to connect any video format including 3G, HD, SD, computer, digital, analog, SDI, 
and HDMI. It boasts a built-in multiviewer with HDMI output and supports input/output 



resolutions up to 1080/60p including 3G SDI. The V-800HD is HDCP compliant which allows 
you to mix Blu-ray content with computer and camera sources for live production.  The 
newly developed key-compositing engine, assignable crosspoints, and internal multi-
zoom function make the V-800HD ideal for any live production or installed application. 
 
The V-800HD supports an incredible variety of system design and creative production 
options for various applications. It is adept at handling LED wall sizing challenges and is 
ideal for any live event or installation demanding flexibility, stability, high quality, ease of 
use, and professional connectivity. With video output resolutions up to 1080/60p, 4:4:4/10-
bit processing, and support for 3G SDI input resolutions; the highest quality video is 
achieved. The V-800HD Video Mixer strengthens Roland’s Multi-format video mixer line-up 
and is positioned at the pinnacle of quality video production for live event, broadcast, 
corporate, educational, and house of worship applications. 
 

 
Roland Systems Group U.S. (RSG) supplies the commercial and performance audio/video 
industries with application specific equipment from ROLAND professional audio and 
video product lines. These product lines address applications for houses of worship, 
studios, clubs/casinos, theaters/performing arts centers, production houses and rental 
and staging companies. Roland Systems Group U.S. has offices in Los Angeles, CA and 
Bellingham, WA and is a member of the worldwide group of Roland companies. For 
more information, visit www.rolandsystemsgroup.com or call 800-380-2580 
 


